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House of crows

because I fed you this reality
undercooked
through so many and such meager flowers of evil
through this absurd flight at swamp-level
ego I absolve you of me
my son the labyrinth

it is neither your fault
nor mine
my poor little one
for whom I made this impeccable portrait
forcing darkness from the day
honeyed eyelids
and constellated cheek
barred from any touch
and the most beautiful distance
of your body

your nausea is mine
which you inherited like fish inherit
suffocation 
and the color of your eyes
is also the color of my blindness
under which shadows weave
shadows and temptations
and the footprint of your archangelic 
narrow heel 
just passing in the half-opened window
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is also mine 
and ours
forever 
the strange music
of the swaying heavens

now lion cub
incarnation of my love
you play with my bones
and you hide within your beauty
blind deaf damned
almost satiated and free
with your blood that no longer leaves space
for nothing and no one

here you have me as always
ready for the surprise
of your steps
for all the springtime you create
and destroy
for stretching myself -infinite nothing-
around the world
grass ash plague fire
for what you want for one of those looks
that illuminate my ruin

because that’s how this love goes
that no one understands
and no one can
you drink the philter and fall asleep
in that abyss full of yourself
music you can’t see
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spoken colors
long explained to silence
mixed as dreams are mixed
even the torpid grey
that is awakening
in the great palm of god
bald spot bare without end
and there you find yourself
alone and lost in your soul
with no other obstacle than your body
with no other door than your body

well this love
one and the same
with so many names
that answers to no one
and you look at me
as though I am unrecognizable
your leaving
how does the light of this world persist
without promises
and again this meadow
this meadow of black fire abandoned
again this empty house
of my body
to which you will never return
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undated

        For Kafka

Enough reasons, enough reasons to keep putting 
       one foot in front of the other.
Beneath them, neither bigger nor smaller, the
    inevitable shadow that runs ahead and turns the corner,
     groping.

Enough reasons, enough reasons to rehash,
      to pine, to unravel.
Enough reasons to look out the window. To watch
 one hand count the fingers of the other in the dark.

Powerful reasons before and after. Powerful reasons
       during.
The rusty razor is the limit.
Lasciate ogni speranza voi ch’entrate.
There’s no going back to anywhere. And the crooked law confirms it
 in the air completely stiff, like a cadaver.
And there are others.
Pale, startled, a little nauseated.
Mysterious, obscene gurgle of the belly that sings of what
       it knows not.
Light on the full body, like a door slamming. Inside and out.
       No one knows where.

And others, do they exist?
Infinite as to doubt, evident as to suspicion.
Let yourself be carried against the current, like a dog.
Learn to walk on the rotting beam.
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On the balls of your feet. On shadow itself.
Neither bigger nor smaller.

One, two, one, two, one, two, one.
One back, one forward.
Against the wall, face down, in a corner.
Trembling, with a livid resplendence underfoot, neither
         bigger nor smaller than.
Maybe, maybe a stagnant eternity that some innocent
 soul confused with its own excrement.

Malodorous reasons at the mouth of the tunnel.
And at the exit.
In the end, as many reasons as there are necks.

Defend against the fire with an ax. Against the devil with
          an ax, against god with an ax.
Against the spirit and the flesh with an ax.

There will be no witnesses.
We have been warned that even heaven is mute.

At most it will be written, will be erased. Will be forgotten.
And there will no longer be enough reasons to place again
           one foot and then the other.
However, under them, neither bigger nor smaller,
   the inescapable shadow will go forth.
And it will turn the same corner. Groping.
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deatH sees tHe Bride

the icy thumb
lifts the eyelid
and drips a drop of darkness 

night enlarges
and each eyelid
a brown crescent moon

the air veils
the stench of life
leaving the trace intact

shining with another light
hair and lip
the sea is silent in your ear

and now the whole body
free of its old shadows
lies flat for a final love
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anatomy lesson

beyond pleasure and pain the flesh
inscrutable
babbling a language of shadow and misty
colors

flesh converted to landscape
in earth in truce in occurrence
in unexpected bread and in honey
in urine in milk in burning suspicion
in ocean
in punished animal
in evidence and oblivion

seeing the flesh so closed off and distant
I wonder
what’s happening there with life simulating

a hair sometimes so close
that the eye strays toward its density
the silent hinges giving way
watering the sunflower
and that other unexplored frond
where touch confuses
day for night

beautiful fresh death in the middle of the bed
where mutilated limbs sprout
while the tongue rotates like a star
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flesh-eating flower of flesh
between coal teeth 

ah the sweet hoarse laboured voice of
love
satiating satiating savoring the blind
mouthful

the fragile little bones of love picked clean
that fiasco that hunger
that future sorrow
like the sky from a cage

the earth turns
the flesh abides
the landscape changes
the hours wilt

the same river that comes and goes
tedious mirror with the same played out moon of
gesso
that puffs up to fill the horizon
with its grungy pallor

the beasts of love maraud in that ruin
love’s gangrene flourishes
the springy pliers still shake
the deep folds throb

kingdom of nacreous suckers
ossuary of minimal birds
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spring of soft acrid worms
like maternal bile

beyond pleasure and pain
the dark lineage
the red prestige
the mortal victory of the flesh
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assumptions

desire is a place to be abandoned
truth disappears in light
run-see-tell
 
the voice of desire is so shrill
it’s impossible to hear
the voice of truth so quiet
it’s impossible to hear
 
the heat of the fire is gone
plaster breast
stone belly
eyes of stagnant water
that you are
 
I kneel and in your name
I count the fingers on my right hand
which writes you 
 
I cling to you
your meat hook rips me apart
splits me like a carcass top to bottom 

and these freshly counted fingers
cross you in the air and touch you
 
and you ring ring ring
great clapper
in the sacred hollow of my skull
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final scene

I’ve left the door ajar
I’m an animal unresigned to death

eternity is the dark hinge that gives way
a little bit of night noise from the flesh

I’m the floating island supported by death
or a city ferociously hemmed in by life

or maybe I’m nothing
only insomnia
and the shimmering indifference of the cosmos

desolate destiny
inexorable the sun of the living rises
I recognize that door
there is no other

spring frost
and a thorn of blood
in the eye of the rose


